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Town of Warner 
Budget Committee 

Meetinq Minutes 

Thursday, November 7, 2019 
7:00 PM Warner Town Hall 

 
I. OPEN MEETING at 7:00 PM and ROLL CALL 

 
Martha Bodnarik Michael Cutting (Chairman) Jonathan Lord Martha Mical 
David Minton Judy Rogers (BOS) arrived at 8:00 pm   

 
In Attendance: Deb Moody of Town Assessing Office, Chris Perkins of Town Elections, 

Michelle Courser the Town Clerk, and Apryl Blood from Parks and Recreation. 
 
II. APPROVAL OF OCTOBER 17, 2019 MINUTES 

 
Motion to approve the minutes of October 17, 2019 as amended made by Jonathan L. and seconded by Martha 
M. and unanimously approved. 

 
III. ASSESSING BUDGET FOR 2020 

 
A. Office Supply, Meeting and Seminars, Computer Expenses, Outside Services, Windows 2010 Town 

Upgrades 
 

The Chair asked Deb, from the Town Assessing office to present the 2020 budget. She stated there are a 
couple of changes due to the revaluation that is coming due. The office supply line was increased to $1,200. 
Due to print cartridges and paper expenses. She commented that ink cartridges are expensive. The Chair 
asked if significantly more is printed during the property revaluation process? Martha M. said during that time 
the Assessor’s office quite often prints property cards with maps. Martha B. commented that individuals may 
ask for cards of neighboring houses for a comparison on property valuations. Deb said she cut back on 
mileage to a figure of $50. The Chair clarified whether the mileage was for meeting and seminars? Deb said 
she will be going to meetings and seminars in the winter of 2020. The Chair asked what she didn’t attend in 
2019? Because she is under budget by $505. She would like to go to State Statutes II next year, as well as 
the mini-courses. The mini-courses have a minimal cost, approximately $10. Martha M., who retired from the 
Assessing position in 2019, said Deb may want to attend a seminar required as a first step in achieving her 
certification. The Chair asked Deb if she had begun her Lister certification. Deb responded, no. Martha M. 
stated it would be desirable but, not necessary. Martha B. said if we leave the money in meetings and seminar 
it will be available for Deb to use as necessary. Martha M. noted there are some conferences in Manchester 
within the next few weeks. Deb said we were busy doing the tax bills, which became a conflict for attending 
that conference. 

 
The Chair noted computer expenses were budgeted at $,3600 for 2019, while only $210 was spent. He 
asked if computer expenses will be incurred within the next 60 days? If not, what was planned for and not 
completed? Martha M. asked if Deb had paid for her program? Deb said, no, although the bill for it is about 
$2,800. The Chair asked her to be proactive and make sure she gets the bill in 2019. Martha B. said in 2018 
it looks like there was a similar situation. Deb said, okay. 

 
David M. asked Deb about outside services and whether there is an outstanding bill? The budgeted amount 
for 2019 was $6,500, the amount spent was $2,540. Deb said she will be using a lot of that money to obtain 
the bridge software. She said Russ is a good contact for ProVal he is going to be spending a lot of time trying 
to get the bridge software to work. That is the software that connects Assessing to Tax Collecting. The Chair 
asked if we have a contact with ProVal for services? Deb said the bridge software is not covered under the 
ProVal contract. According to Deb the two systems, Tax Collecting and Assessing, cannot communicate to 
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one another. She doesn’t know what it will take to get that done. The Chair said either the work is done, billed 
and paid in 2019. Otherwise, the money would have to be encumbered in 2019 for work done in 2020. He 
went on to say we would need an invoice in 2019 so we can legally encumber that money. 

 
Jonathan wondered since they are going to upgrade all the computers to the Windows 2010 operating system 
will they all be compatible? Martha M. believes most of them are using Windows 2010. He said that on 
Tuesday night the BOS spoke about an upgrade. He went on to say that sometimes other software on town 
computers may not work or be compatible with Windows 2010. Such as ProVal, Munismart, etc. Chris said 
that Windows 10 was just put on the election computers this summer. 

 
David asked if money is being put aside for a computer budget? Martha M. said money is put aside each year 
so people can get computers. The Chair suggested that the committee should discuss this with Judy, later in 
the meeting. We should know what computers we have and the age of each computer. Martha B. asked 
whether the Department Heads are aware of this information? There were no more questions on Assessing. 

 
IV. TOWN ELECTIONS BUDGET FOR 2020 

 
A. Four Elections, Town Meeting, Salaries, Training, Computer Expenses, Mileage 

 
The Chair moved the conversation towards the Town Election budget. Chis Perkins said their budget has 
been increased in 2020 due to four elections and Town Meeting. That equates to five events that need to 
be covered. The elections are the most expensive. The Moderator’s salary, the Ballot Clerk salary and the 
Supervisors of the Checklist salary have all gone up based on these four elections. The Supervisor’s salary 
in 2019 included training that never took place. She cannot predict when courts or the legislature are going to 
pass new voting regulations requiring training. A couple of the training sessions have been on-line. She 
explained that is why the salary line is not always used. There will be 25-to-30 hours put in before year end. 

 
Martha B. noted that Chris had mentioned they had two computers, although there isn’t a line items for 
computers? Chris said, no we were not allowed a line for computers for Town Elections. The Town 
Administrator said that computers are put in a line in the BOS budget. She said they would like another 
computer, we have three people and two computers. Martha B. asked if she has spoken with the BOS about 
this request? Chris said, no. She was told by the Town Administrator that there is always money in that line 
for computers. Martha B. said she would like to see the computer budget broken down by department. Chris 
said she would like to see a line in their budget for computers. 

 
Martha B. asked Michelle, Town Clerk, if she has a line in her budget for computer items. She said, no, 
although she has a line for support. The Chair believes the rationale for having a computer line in the BOS 
budget, is for the flexibility of moving computer equipment between departments. Without having to remove it 
physically from departments line item and credit it to another. Martha B. understood that logic but, felt that it 
muddied the view of what each department needs in terms of computers. She felt each department in terms 
of technology should be fairly addressed and a line item for each department would be equitable. 

 
The Chair said in 2019 we budgeted $4,200 and spent over $7,000. His concern is we really don’t know where 
that money was spent and on what. Martha B. asked if that was for equipment or was it for the new web page? 
Martha M. said that the web design was in the communications line in the BOS budget. David made note that 
the 2018 BOS budget for computer expenses was $3,200 and $9,302 was spent. The Chair suggested that 
Chris ask the BOS for a computer line item to be added to their budget. Janice commented that Land Use 
received a new computer this year. 

 
Chris said that she is taking mileage out of her budget because of the decreased training, training on-line and 
training in Contoocook. The Chair suggested that she leave at the very least a $1 placeholder in that line. 
Postage went up to $150. Michelle contributed this is for absentee ballots in January, September and 
especially in November. Michelle said there are anywhere between 100 and 150 residential absentee ballots. 
Chris called attention to her note on the spreadsheet stating a cut back to 24-hours of training in 2020. The 
salary line would have been higher, but, was down from the perspective of reduced training. Although, they 
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are waiting for a court decision for Article 3, to determine if there will be a need for additional training. No 
further questions. 

 
V. TOWN CLERK BUDGET FOR 2020 

 
A. Deputy Town Clerk, Computer Expenses, Meetings and Seminars, Supplies, Mileage 

 
Chair asked Michelle to present the Town Clerk’s budget for 2020. Michelle said the Deputy Town Clerk’s 
line had decreased. The usual hours worked are 1,560 hours per year or 30 hours per week. That was cut 
down to 1,388 hours. The salary for 2019 reflects that decrease in hours. In 2020, the hours will return to the 
rate of 1,560 hours per year. In February, the Deputy had completed her probationary period and she will get 
a step increase at that time. The salary line of $28,439 includes the step increase for 2020. 

 
She explained that the computer expenses line increased by $60 to $3,945. The meetings and seminars 
line item of the 2019 budget was cut. She would like to put that money back in, therefore that line has come 
up to $750. There is a meeting in the Spring and a conference in the Fall. The Spring meeting is a one-day 
event for the region which entails detailed information about motor vehicles, elections and covers multiple 
topics relevant to the Town Clerk. In the fall there is a conference that is more detailed and takes place from 
a Wednesday to a Friday. That conference is for both the Town Clerk and Deputy Town Clerk. The Chair 
clarified and Michelle confirmed that the Town Clerk’s office is closed during that conference. 

 
The supply line and monies expended for 2019 will be increased by $175 for ink. She said she received the 
invoice, but, not the ink cartridge. Michelle said the printer is not color, and used to print registrations and vital 
records, dog licenses, etc. The Chair commented that every department has ink and it is potentially all different 
depending on the printer. Jonathan said if we used the same printer in every department that may be a way 
to save on ink costs. 

 
Michelle said the mileage line is the same as 2019. The Fall seminar is in North Conway. The membership 
dues haven’t been incurred because she hasn’t done the certification required for membership. She does get 
periodicals including a law book at the end of the year, for $11. Martha B. said in the budget she has computer 
expenses which are for printer, paper and ink. She asked Michelle if she would like to see a line that shows 
her computer hardware needs? Michelle said she thinks that makes sense, but she will defer that decision to 
the town. 

 
B. Conversation about Tracking and Scheduling Town Computer Expenses by Department 

 
The Chair asked how old are the Town Clerk’s computers? Michelle said the one located up front might be 
two years old, it was recently replaced because it crashed. While the computer located in the back is probably 
6-to-7 years old. Martha B. stated when the Police, Highway and the Fire departments need vehicles they 
have a vehicle replacement schedule. She commented that computers are necessary, and it makes sense 
to see them tracked and scheduled for each department. Michelle stated that her expense line is for 
software support needs. Martha M. clarified that hardware support is Dan Watts. Martha M. said currently all 
that is accounted for in the BOS computer expenses line. Martha B. would like to see this broken out by 
department. The Chair said he can understand her issue with hardware, although, justifying IT support by 
department may be unrealistic. He said IT support may have to be a general line item in the budget. Martha 
B. said she would like to see the hardware broken out by department. Martha M. said it seems realistic to get 
a list that says the inventory by department and the cost. Martha B. seemed to want the hardware accounted 
for in each department section of the budget, not accounted for as a group in one category within the BOS 
budget. The Chair made a note that when Judy arrives tonight, we will communicate that we need an inventory 
of computers. Martha M. said that she believes they have an inventory of computers and if they don’t Dan 
Watts does. No further questions or concerns. 
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VI. PARK AND RECREATION BUDGET FOR 2020 

 
A. Budget Cycle for Maintenance, Underground Pipe Replacement, New Screen for Batting Cage, 

Supportive Paperwork with Estimates, Gate, Riverside Storage Shed Update, New Shed and Tractor 
 

The Chair introduced Apryl from Parks and Recreation to discuss the 2020 budget. Apryl explained she is 
trying to develop a cycle of maintenance and budget items. Once a cycle is established, they can develop a 
plan. For instance, in 10 years they will have to service the tennis courts, again. The Chair asked if the 
information that Apryl handed out to the committee is a blow-out detail of the Improvements and Maintenance 
line item of the budget? Apryl said that it details everything in the Parks and Rec. budget. She referenced line 
13 of her sheet, that references an underground pipe to the pond that is cracked. They replaced the water 
tank and the pump this year and are still having problems. There is probably a break underground, it would 
have to be dug out and potentially replaced. They put $500 in that line, this effect the bathrooms. 

 
She directed the committee to line 21 which addresses the new screen for the batting cage. She also stated 
that all the back-up paperwork with estimates have been sent to the BOS. The Chair asked if those 
documents are in electronic format. Apryl said she scanned them. She could scan them into a pdf document. 
The Chair stated that in May the committee asked the departments anticipating spending substantial dollar 
amounts to provide supportive documentation. Including documentation with bids. We have never been able 
to see that information and we feel it is our duty to see and understand the costs. Apryl said she has given 
this information every year. The Chair said the committee has not had access to the documentation. Martha 
M. suggested the committee could request the BOS representative, Judy, bring them to the committee. Apryl 
said it is not difficult for her to scan the supportive documentation. The Chair asked that she please send them 
to him, and he will email them to committee members. Martha B. suggested this would serve as a good 
example of what we are requesting of other departments. 

 
Apryl said that line 22 references a gate for the front field. Presently, they have a swing gate. The trucks come 
in with a 6-wheel trailer and dump fill by the basketball court. Then we have to drive it to the field a bucket at 
a time. A larger gate would create an area where a truck could drive in and dump it where needed. They have 
an estimate from American Fence for $935. 

 
Lines 24, 25 and 26 are relative to the Riverside building and storage updates. The block part of the building 
is fine, but the wood section is rotting, the sill and fascia board need to be replaced and the ceiling is falling 
down. The plumbing was installed between two block walls in the bathrooms. The only plumber to respond to 
request for quotes was All in One Plumbing. They want the plumber to put the pipes on the outside of the 
block walls for ease of access. The amount budgeted for the plumbing is $1,500. 

 
B. Riverside New Shed and Tractor, Potential for Capital Reserve and CIP discussion 

 
They want to create a shed for equipment down at Riverside. On line 45 they need a tractor. We tried to use 
a lawn mower as a tractor, that didn’t work. The mowers kept breaking down and they cannot pull what we 
need. Therefore, Alan must bring down his personal tractor. This year he incurred 86 hours on his personal 
tractor. The shed will have a side for the tractor not accessible from the side for the sports field. David M. 
confirmed that the tractor will be parked in the shed? Apryl said it will be locked. David inquired whether they 
obtained a couple of quotes for the shed? Apryl said, the quote is only from Hamilton everyone else says they 
are too busy. Martha B. asked if items from Parks and Rec., are stored at the Highway Dept.? Apryl said they 
tend to be maintenance items. Martha B. said she is concerned about break-ins at the field storage sheds. 
The Chair referenced a new snow blower stored at Bagley field that was stolen within a few weeks. Apryl said 
they have a security camera. She said the tractor will be heavy and must be moved with a trailer. David 
confirmed they are discussing $12,000 for a tractor. Which he is not opposed to although, how many hours 
are they anticipating using this machine? She said probably about 100 hours a year. It will maintain the three 
baseball fields. 

 
The Chair asked if there is a Capital Reserve fund for Parks and Rec.? Martha B. wondered why a CIP wasn’t 
set up? Jonathan said it had to meet the $15,000 threshold. Martha B. stated with the total amount of 
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improvements they are, at least, up to $40,000. This could have been labeled needed improvements under 
the CIP. The Chair concurred that there could have been a CIP for equipment replacement. Martha M. said 
she would rather not see it put into a lump sum account, she would rather see it broken down into individual 
requests. Apryl said she didn’t put it into a CIP because she thought it had to meet a $15,000 threshold for 
each item. 

 
Judy, BOS representative, arrived at 8:00 pm. 

 
C. Inground Irrigation, Chain Link Fence, Primex Compliance Issue, Capital Well, Replace Backpack 

Blower 
 

David inquired about the irrigation for the field. Apryl said they have inground irrigation for portions of fields, 
we want to put it in another area. She said if they had to lose something from the budget, that could be an 
item to remove. It would be nice to have but, she understands that it is expensive. Martha B. said she supports 
everything on the Park and Rec. budget with exception of inground irrigation for the football field. 

 
Apryl went on to discuss the chain link fence and the drag which wears a hole in the ground. They want to 
install a drag that will not cause damage when moved. Next, she discussed Primex insurance and 
compliance issues which are outlined on line 30 and 31 on her budget. One issue that came up is there is 
not enough mulch under the swing set. They spoke with Tim, Highway Dept., because he would have to move 
the mulch for them, they will need approximately 50 yards of mulch. 

 
Martha B. commented on line 33 of the Park and Rec. budget, she said the town should thank Capital Well 
for fixing the well pump for free. Apryl also spoke about Fosters in Henniker and items they donated. She 
would like to have a sign on the fence that people can see when they enter, thanking businesses for their 
donations. 

 
Apryl discussed line 44 of the budget and a backpack blower. The one they have is 12 years old and it needs 
to be replaced. They have rebuilt it as much as possible. 

 
D. Tractor, Salaries, Discussion about Increase in Budget, Mileage, Shed and Flood Plains, Motion to 

Removed Irrigation from Parks and Rec. Budget, Seasonal Employee Salary 
 

She discussed the previous mentioned tractor. They looked at three tractors, they selected a mid-range 
tractor. They chose Knoxland as a vendor, noting they have been great to work with. 

 
Apryl discussed line 41 which was Alan’s salary. The Town Administrator usually provided that figure to her. 
They usually came up short on hours. The hours are set for 2020 to be 775 hours. They open in April and 
close after first snow. There is a second seasonal employee, who is doing a great job. 

 
David clarified Parks and Rec. is increasing their budget from $36,000 to $77,000, in 2020. Martha M. 
expressed her concern with the increase in budget and suggested that the irrigation system should be 
eliminated. Martha B. said that would reduce it to $69,000. 

 
Martha B. inquired about the mileage line item. The Chair pointed out that Alan uses his truck and trailers to 
move everything around. Apryl said he has driven 1,939 miles for the department. Martha B. asked if the 
mileage is expected to decrease once the tractor is kept in the shed? Apryl said the majority of the mileage 
is for trailering the mower to each park. Martha M. asked if they could build the shed big enough to put all the 
equipment in one location. Apryl was concerned that would be a big building. She doesn’t think they would 
have the real estate for a building that big. 

 
Martha M. stated they are building the shed in a flood plain. Apryl said the building will be on blocks. Apryl 
said she doesn’t know where the flood plain is. Although the shed will be movable and up on blocks. Martha 
M. said they need to be careful to build to flood plain specifications. The Chair asked Apryl to do some research 
on that building and if it needs to meet flood plain specifications. The first thing she should do is go to the 
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Planning office and look at the maps for Riverside Park to locate the flood plains. Also, she should meet with 
Ed Mical from Emergency Management he is well versed on flood plain construction. 

 
Apryl said the mileage line still has $900 in it and that may not be accurate. Martha M. asked if they use the 
1,939 miles as a determining factor. Apryl said that 1,900 is what we used to calculate the mileage. Martha 
M. said the dollar amount should be $1,026. She suggested that Apryl increase the mileage line to $1,100. 
The committee consensus was that $1,050 would be adequate. Apryl said that as of October it was 1,035 
miles. The Chair said $1,050 would be better than $900 and always overspending. 

 
Martha B. inquired about Bagley Field and the hockey rink, is there a volley ball court in that area? Apryl said, 
yes. The Chair asked about the $500 for the ice rink improvements, he asked if that was for the liner? Apryl 
said that is just to maintain the rink. 

 
The Chair informed Judy that Apryl will be supplying the committee with the supportive documentation that 
was given to the BOS. He asked Judy if she can have the BOS office please supply the file with the 
documentation to him, instead of having Apryl doing it. Apryl gave Mary the hard copy, although the BOS have 
an electronic copy. The committee thanked Apryl for such a comprehensive job in presenting the Park and 
Rec. budget. Apryl said she will update the budget and remove the irrigation system. She will also adjust the 
mileage figure from $900 to $1,050. 

 
The Chair made a motion to recommend removing the irrigation system from the Parks and Recreation 
2020 budget. The motion was seconded by David Minton. Yes Vote - 5, No Vote - 0. The motion passed 
unanimously. 

 
The $8,800 for the irrigation system will be removed from the improvements and maintenance line of their 
budget, line 27 of the budget sheet. The Chair asked that Apryl forward this to the BOS when complete. 

 
Martha M. said that their seasonal employee was originally budgeted for $2,600 and they expended $1,530. 
She asked Apryl if that can be reduced to $2,000. Apryl confirmed that should be fine. She explained that the 
tractor the employee was using stopped functioning this year. So, that cut down on the amount of things he 
was able to accomplish. The Chair left it up to Apryl to decided what to do with the salary line for the seasonal 
employee. He then asked her to forward any updated spreadsheets to the BOS and they will in turn forward 
them to the committee. 

 
VII. BOS BUDGET FOR 2020 

 
A. Potential for Computer Expense Line Item per Department, Remove Percentage Used Columns from 

the Budget Sheets, $2,000 removed from Town Officers Executive Line 
 

The Chair brought Judy current on previous conversations on department expenses for computers. He 
reiterated that Martha B made a recommendation to add a line item in each department’s budget for computer 
expenses. This would include cost of computer systems and the life of the computer. Could the BOS provide 
us with a list of computers the town owns and how old they are? Judy said, absolutely. Judy said that Dan 
Watts and Kimberley have been working on a proposal. She doesn’t know if it is complete. It will have updates 
to the cost of Windows 10, as well as a list of the computers the town owns and when they were purchased. 
Judy said Dan used to present a document to the Town Administrator of items that needed to be complete. 
Kimberley is going to work on putting the information into a comprehensible chart. Jonathan said he would 
like the committee to have access to that chart. The committee reiterated they feel there is a need to track 
computer needs by department. Judy agreed that one line item in the BOS budget for computers seems to be 
inadequate and creates confusion between the departments as to what is available and to whom. 

 
The Chair moved onto the spreadsheet that Kimberley sent, specifically columns “G” and “O”, which 
represents a percent used figure respectively for the 2017 and 2018 budget. The Chair told Judy that dollar 
values are much more useful to the committee. So, if Kimberley could remove those columns that would be 
helpful. 
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The Chair directed the conversation toward the BOS budget. Martha M. commented that she does not 
remember the committee taking out $2,000 from the BOS budget. Judy said she doesn’t recall, but she does 
remember Kimberley said she would not take a salary. Although, she does not recall that being reduced. The 
committee’s attention was called toward line 4 of the budget handout with $2,000 added to the Town Officers 
– Executive line. Judy does not recall this being decided at the BOS level. 

 
B. Computer Expense Line, Newsletter, Office Supplies, Public Communications, Temporary Services 

 

The Chair asked Judy to follow-up on the Computer Expenses line. It was budgeted for $4,200, and $7,012 
was expended. Judy said that Kelly sent her a breakdown of all the department lines, it is a 125-page 
document. There are some things that need to be recoded, nothing major. Martha B. noted that on the larger 
print out of the budget the second page still has the erroneous number of $9,300 repeated in the 2018 column 
and increasing sequentially in the first seven rows. 

 
Judy said she confirmed that Assessing and the Tax Collector budgeted for two computers. That would use 
all the money available. Although, the line was overspent. She was told that other computers were needed. 
These decisions need to be discussed and authorized by the BOS. The Chair asked Judy if she could follow- 
up as to whether the BOS are agreeable to adding a line in each department budget for computer expenses. 
Also, if she can provide the committee a list of computer needs for each department. Judy agreed. 

 
Judy said they were questions on the newsletter line, whereas $704 was spent out of $1,000. Judy said that 
Mary had said there is enough to print one and a half newsletters. Judy said they are going to find out the 
actual cost of the newsletter. Then they will budget for four issuances of the newsletter in a year. The Chair 
asked if there is a potential of selling advertising to offset the cost of printing and mailing the newsletters. 
Janice offered that the newsletter is available on the web site, which helps with reducing printing costs. She 
also offered that copies could be left at the Transfer Station, Market Basket, and the Town Hall. Also, could 
be posted on the window or bulletin boards with notices. Judy said they are available in the Town Hall. Martha 
M. expressed concern for those who cannot make it to Town Hall, cannot drive and are not comfortable 
accessing the web site. The Chair noted that this is an important way of communicating with the town, and 
the BOS should pursue options to offset the expense. 

 
Martha M. discussed the office supply line and asked if it needs to be increased from the budgeted amount 
of $3,000? Specifically addressing the cost of paper. Judy asked Mary, BOS Secretary, to go through the 
inventory and to note what is purchased annually. She is trying to determine whether bulk rates would be 
cheaper, or are items being purchased from different vendors. Martha M. said she recalls that the BOS office 
would have to order a minimum amount in order to reap the benefit of a reduced price. Judy said she is trying 
to determine if the Town Hall purchased office supplies for themselves, as well as, the departments located 
offsite. Judy said she thinks the current budgeted amount is fine, for now. 

 
The Chair noted that Public Communications is budgeted at $2,380. He asked what does that figure 
represent? The notes section say it is requested by EDAC (Economic Development Committee). Committee 
members wondered if it was for the flyers? Judy didn’t believe it was. She doesn’t remember discussing this 
at the BOS meeting. Martha M. said she understands the $380 cost for the web site hosting and web master 
services. Judy said in previous years there was money spent in this line on the web site. 

 
The Chair discussed the BOS Temporary Services line for the committee’s secretary. The Chair said the 
budgeted $800 is inadequate. He asked Janice to determine how much she has been paid so they can 
determine how much to budget for a year of her services to the committee. Judy said that was discussed by 
the BOS and the Budget Committee should have their own line for a secretary. Although, the Temporary 
Services line will remain for other items that develop. 
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VIII. COMMUNICATIONS 

 
The next meeting will be November 14, 2019, to discuss 2020 budgets for Emergency Management, Police 
Department, Conservation Commission and Finance. 

 
IX. ADJOURN MEETING 

 
Motion to adjourn was made by the Chair and seconded by Martha M., the meeting was adjourned at 9:05 
PM. 

 
 
 
Follow-up with Budget Committee on items noted in the minutes: 

 
Person 

Responsible 
 

Action Item 

Judy 
& Chair 

The Chair asked Judy if she can have the BOS office supply the file with the documentation 
(quotes, bids, etc.) provided by Apryl of Parks and Rec., to him and he will forward it to committee 
members. 

 
Apryl The $8,800 for the irrigation system will be removed from the improvements and maintenance line 

of the Parks and Rec., budget. The Chair asked that Apryl forward this to the BOS when complete. 

 
Judy 

The Chair discussed the spreadsheet that Kimberley provided. Columns “G” and “O”, which 
represents a “percent used” figure respectively for the 2017 and 2018. The Chair communicated 
to Judy that dollar values are much more useful to the committee. Could Kimberley remove 
those columns. 

 
Judy The Chair asked Judy to follow-up on the Computer Expenses line. It was budgeted for $4,200, 

and $7,012 was expended. 

 

Judy 

 
The Chair asked Judy if she could follow-up as to whether the BOS are agreeable to 
adding a line in each department budget for computer expenses. Also, if she can get 
the committee a list of computer needs for each department. 

 
Janice The Chair asked Janice to determine how much she has been paid so they can determine how 

much to budget for a year of her services to the committee. 

 
 
Transcribed and Submitted by: Janice L. Loz 
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